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Abstract. Weak axial variations inB(z) or φ(z) in Penning-Malmberg traps cause some particles to
be trapped locally. This causes a velocity-space separatrix between trapped and passing populations,
and collisional separatrix diffusion then causes mode damping and asymmetry-induced transport.
This separatrix dissipation scales with collisionality asν1/2, so it dominates in low collisionallity
plasmas. The confinement lifetime in the “CamV” apparatus was dominated by a weak magnetic
ripple with δB/B ∼ 10−3, and it appears likely that the ubiquitous(L/B)−2 lifetime scalings and
other applied asymmetry scalings represent similar TPM effects. TPM transport will limit the
containment of large numbers of positrons or ¯ps, since TPM loss rates generally scale as total
chargeQ2, independent of length.

INTRODUCTION

Two years ago, “trapped particle asymmetry” modes were reported to occur when
an applied “squeeze” voltage causes some particles to be trapped axially; and a simple
theory explained the observed mode frequencies [1]. Now, itappears likely that trapped-
particle-mediated (TPM) effects are dominant in plasma lifetime scalings, in transport
from applied asymmetries, and in diocotron mode damping. This talk will give an
overview of what is known [2, 3, 4, 5], where more experimentsare needed, and where
the theory is lacking.

Electric or magnetic trapping probably occurs in all “long”apparatuses: unintended
wall potential variations of 0.1 Volts are common, and it is sobering to note thatδB/B =
10−3 will trap 3% of the particles. Initial experiments (and all theory to date) considered
electric trapping; but magnetic trapping is probably more common and important.

Early experiments focused on the new modes (now called "trapped particle diocotron"
modes); but the important effect is particles scattering across the trapping separatrix.
This breaks the vz adiabatic invariant, allowing 2D potential energy to flow to3D
kinetics, and enabling external asymmetries to generate strong transport. The effect is
dominant in low-collisionality plasmas because this separatrix dissipation scales with
collisionality asν1/2, whereas most other effects scale asν1. Here, the collisionality can
be electron-electron, electron-neutral, or externally stimulated. The effect can be also be
described as dissipation of asymmetry-induced equilibrium currents, as in the analysis
of bootstrap current in Tokamaks.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of electron plasma with a trapped particle mode inthe cylindrical containment
system.

Thus, it now appears likely that most of the(L/B)−2 lifetime scalings from “back-
ground asymmetries” [6] can be given interpretation in terms of the (partially) known
scalings for TPM transport. The measurements of transport from applied electric and
magnetic asymmetries [7, 8, 9, 10] also should be compared toTPM predictions.
“Anomalous” damping of diocotron modes [7, 11, 12] is almostcertainly related to TPM
effects, since TPM damping scales asB−3. TPM transport also has important implica-
tions for containment of large numbers of positrons or pBars, since the TPM loss rate
for magnetic asymmetries scales as total chargeQ2, independent of length.

Theory provides a reasonable picture of trapped-particle-mode damping with electric
trapping [5], but modes in the magnetic trapping case remainenigmatic. Theory can
not yet explain the observed particle transport scalings for either case, but this appears
imminent for electric trapping. Diocotron mode damping hasnot been worked out
theoretically.

ELECTRIC TRAPPING: NEW MODE

The experiments are performed on magnetized pure electron plasmas confined in the
cylindrical “CamV” apparatus, as shown in Fig. 1. The electron plasmas have density
n ∼ 107cm−3, lengthLp ∼ 40 cm, radiusRp ∼ 1.5 cm, and temperatureT ∼1 eV.

Controlled electric trapping from an applied central “squeeze” voltage−Vsq causes
electrons with axial velocity less than the separatrix velocity to be trapped in one
end or the other; here, vs is defined by v2s (r) ≡ 2e

m Vsq(r). For smallVsq, a fraction
N(tr)

L
/NL ∼ 1.2 (Vsq/φp) of the electrons are trapped, predominantly atr ∼ Rp; here,

NL ≡
∫

2πr dr n.
This trapping enables novel “trapped particle diocotron modes” with variousmθ =

1,2, ...; but we focus here onmθ = 1. The mode frequencyfa ranges from the edge
rotation frequencyfE(Rp)∼ (100 kHz)B[kG]−1 at lowVsq, down to thekz = 0 diocotron
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FIGURE 2. Measured damping rateγa versus temperature for 3 magnetic fields; with theory prediction
for 1 field.

mode frequencyfd atVsq>∼ φp. The modes are anti-symmetric inz, with trapped particles
on either end executingE×B drift oscillations that are 180◦ out of phase, while passing
particles move along field lines in response to the potentialfrom the trapped particles.

At largeVsq, the plasma is essentially cut in half, and on either side of the barrier the
plasma supportskz = 0 (diocotron) drift orbits which are 180◦ out of phase. Even for
smallVsq, the trapped particle mode is essentially uniform withz on either side of the
barrier, changing sign at the barrier. A simple kinetic theory model with a zero-length
trapping barrier [1] predicts mode frequencies agreeing with measurements to within
about 10%.

This trapped particle mode is readily excited bymθ = 1 z-antisymmetric voltages,
as shown in Fig. 1. The excited mode then rings down exponentially, and the damping
rateγa is unambiguously obtained. Figure 2 shows the measuredγa for three magnetic
fields as the plasma temperature is varied; the dash lines represent the generic functional
form a[1−exp(−b/T )]. The modes are strongly damped at low temperatures, but the
damping decreases precipitously asT increases.

Theory analysis of damping from collisional scattering across the trapping separatrix
gives factor-of-two agreement with experiments; but significant discrepancies remain.
Since particles on either side of the separatrix are involved in completely different types
of motion, there is a discontinuity in the perturbed particle distribution function. As a
result, electron-electron collisions produce a large flux of particles across the separatrix.
The continual trapping and detrapping of particles resultsin radial transport of particles
and in mode damping, and is readily observed in computer simulations [13].

These collisions at rateν have been treated by a Fokker-Planck collision operator
[5], in an analysis similar to that used for the dissipative trapped-ion instability by
Rosenbluth, Ross, and Kostomarov [14]. Velocity space diffusion acting for one mode
period smoothes out the separatrix discontinuity over a width δvt ≈ v̄

√

ν/ fE , and the



damping includes this dependence. The predicted damping rate can be expressed as

γa =

2
√

πB
mθ

∫ Rw
0 rdr|δφ | v̄

√

ν
f ∗E

[

2πe fM
T − c

Br
∂ fM
∂ r

mθ
f ∗E

]

v=vs
∫ Rw

0 dr |δφ |2
f 2∗

∂nt
∂ r

, (1)

whereφ(r) is the mode potential,f ∗E(r) ≡ mθ fE(r)− fa, nt is the trapped density, and
fM is the Maxwellian distribution.

Figure 2 shows that this predicts a somewhat less abrupt temperature dependence than
is actually observed. This may be related to another significant discrepancy: experiments
show non-zero(∼ 20◦) phase shifts in the mode eigenfunctionφ(r), whereas no shifts
are predicted. The square root provides a significant enhancement, sinceν/ fE is small.
The damping rate is expected to have a strong and complicatedtemperature dependence
through the density of particles at the separatrix velocityvs(r), through the collisional
frequencyν, and through the Debye shielding lengthλD.

ELECTRIC TRAPPING AND TILT: TRANSPORT

Whenθ -asymmetries exist in the electric or magnetic confinement fields, they create
torques which change the canonical angular momentumPθ of the plasma, causing
the plasma radius to vary. These asymmetry-induced torquesare stronger when the
symmetric squeeze trapping is present. If the asymmetry is not static, the sign of the
torque can be positive or negative. The “rotating wall” confinement technique utilizes
wall voltages rotating faster thanfE to obtain plasma compression [15, 16]. For the
present experiments, theθ -asymmetries are static in the lab frame and exert a negative
torque on the electrons, resulting in bulk radial expansion.

Here, we focus on themθ = 1, kz = 1 asymmetry induced by a magnetic tilt, with
B = B(ẑ + αBxx̂ + αByŷ); or by the electric “tilt” induced by staticmθ = 1 voltagesVa
applied antisymmetrically inz (Fig. 1). The asymmetry-induced transport rate is defined
by the rate of plasma expansion

νp ≡
1

〈r2〉
d〈r2〉

dt
≈ −1

Pθ

dPθ
dt

. (2)

The expansion rate is found to be proportional to the tilt angle α2
B, as shown in Fig. 3.

Here,νp(αBx) is quadratic aboutαBx = 0, but the minimum ofνp(αBy) is offset by the
separate electric tiltαEy from an appliedVay. Indeed, electric and magnetic tilts add
vectorially when the properz-averaged electrostatic offsets [17] are calculated, as

αE ≡ (0.51)

(

4Rw

Lp

)(

Va

eNL

)(

La

Lp

)

. (3)

Here,Va is applied to sectors of lengthLa, and the factor 0.51 represents themθ = 1
Fourier coefficient for the (four) 25◦ sectors used. The deviation from this quadratic
scaling at largerνp (dashed line) is due to an increase of the plasma temperaturecaused
by fast radial expansion.
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FIGURE 3. Measured transport rateνp from a magnetic tilt with simultaneously applied electric
symmetry.

FIGURE 4. Measured normalized transport rateνp/γa vs scalings for all plasma parameters.

The expansion rateνp shows rather complicated dependencies on plasma parameters
n, T , Rp, Lp and B, unless the ratioνp/γa is considered. Essentially, we find that all
the complicated dynamics is in the separatrix dissipation which causesγa. Measuringγa
coincident withνp (by exciting the trapped particle mode and watching it decay) allows
us to accurately obtain the ratioνp/γa.

Figure 4 shows that the ratioνp/γa has only simple power-law dependencies on
plasma parameters, asL2

p, B−1, andN2
L , whereNL ∼ πR2

pn. We note that all temperature
dependence is inγa, thatVsq is normalized to the plasma potentialφp at r = 0, and that
φp ∝ NL.

With the applied electric trapping and the applied tilt, a single trapped-particle-
mediated damping and transport process is dominant; and this process exhibits stun-
ningly simple and accurate scalings over 3 decades inνp/γa, representing 4 decades in
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FIGURE 5. Modified electrode placement relative to magnetic ripples exhibits 5× less background
transport.

νp. However, the theory of this transport scaling is still incomplete.

MAGNETIC TRAPPING AND TILT: TRANSPORT BUT NO MODE

Applying a central magnetic “squeeze”B(z) instead of the electric squeeze also
causes particle trapping in either end, and causes enhancedtransport from electric or
magnetic tilts. However, experiments have not yet identified a corresponding trapped
particle mode. Presumably, this is because the magnetic trapped particle “mode” has
f (M)
a = 0, or γ(M)

a / f (M)
a ∼ 1. This eliminates the conceptual advantage of relatingνp

to γa; but experiments demonstrate conclusively that scatterings across the magnetic
separatrix produce transport, as in the electric trapping case.

These magnetic trapping effects have been studied using an axially centered coil
which generates a magnetic mirror of strengthβ ≡ (δB/B) <∼ 4% at B = 1 kG; and
also using the ripples of strengthβ ≈ 10−3 inherent in our superconducting solenoid.

Surprisingly, these magnetic ripples withδB/B ∼ 10−3 are sufficient for TPM trans-
port to dominate the “background losses.” Figure 5 plots thevendor-calculated ripples in
the CamV superconducting magnet, together with two axial placements of the electrode
stack (shown dotted). In the original placement, the magnetic mirror P occurred within
the electron containment region (shown grey). Moving the electrodes by +9 cm moved
the peaks to the ends of the plasma, andreduced the background transport by 5×. This,
together with more subtle probes described below, conclusively establishes these weak
mirrors as generators of asymmetry-induced transport.

One expects particles with small pitch angle to be trapped, i.e. those with vz <
β 1/2v⊥. The fraction of these trapped particles is expected to scale asβ 1/2, giving
0.03<∼ N(tr)

L
/NL

<∼ 0.2. Moreover, there are theoretical and experimental reasons [18]
to expect that the mirror field causes the electrostatic potential to vary along a field line
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FIGURE 6. The magnetic separatrix with potentials.

by ∆φ ; and an applied electric squeeze voltageVsq would add in analogously. Thus, the
magnetic/electric separatrix is given by

v2
z =

(

δB
B

)

v2
⊥ +

−2e
m

[

∆φ +Vsq(r)
]

. (4)

These hyperbolic separatrices are shown in Fig. 6 forβ = 10−3, showing theβ 1/2

reduction in relevant vz velocities. The lack of radial separation between trapped and
untrapped particles makesf (M)

a = 0 plausible, since the charge separation andE×B
drifts characterizing the electric mode may not occur. These trapped particles can be
directly detected by selective dumping techniques, but therelevant parallel velocities
are substantially less than v̄, so measurements to date are only qualitative.

More incisively, the separatrix can be mapped out by enhancing vz separatrix scat-
terings with a resonant RF field. Figure 7 shows the transportenhancement when a RF
wiggle is applied near a magnetic minimum. Here, we have utilized the “sheath trans-
port” resonance to interact with particles with small vz: electrons receive a nonadiabatic
kick if they have vz ≈ L∗ fRF, whereL∗ ≡ 2Rw/ j01 is the axial extent of the wiggle
electric fields. The transport response peak in Fig. 7 is as expected for a Maxwellian dis-
tribution of particles along the naive(∆φ = 0) magnetic separatrix; surprisingly, recent
calculations show that∆φ does not affect this resonance curve [18].

Alternately, adding an electric squeeze at thez-position of a magnetic mirror moves
the separatrix so as to exclude particles with small vz. This causes areduction in νp for
small Vsq, as vz <∼ v̄ particles are excluded from the magnetic separatrix; andcauses
an increase inνp for large Vsq as the radially localized electric separatrix becomes
dominant. These experimental probes of the separatrix are all quantitatively consistent.
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COMMON CHARACTERISTICS: SEPARATRIX DISSIPATION

The magnetic TPM effects appear to be analogous to the electric TPM effects, except
for the radial localization of the electric separatrix and the absence of a detectable
magnetic mode. For electric trapping withVsq acting on magnetic tilt asymmetryα,
we find

ν(E)
p ∝ L2

p B−(1.5→2) N1→2
L T−? V ?

sq α2, (5)

where ? represents non-power-law scalings. Most of the complication lies in the separa-
trix dissipation process, and measurement ofγa allows this to be written

ν(E)
p

γ(E)
a

= (6.3×10−5)

(

Lp

Rw

)2(

eN2
L

B

)1(

Ntr
L

NL

)1

α2; (6)

this is valid for both magnetic and electric tilts. For magnetic trapping fromδB/B acting
on tilt α we find

ν(M)
p ∝ L2

p B−(1.5→2) eN2
L T−?

(

δB
B

)0

α2. (7)

We hypothesize that this represents

ν(M)
p

γ(M)
a

= (??)

(

Lp

Rw

)2(

eN2
L

B

)1(

Ntr

NL

)0

α2, (8)

althoughγ(M)
a is only conceptual at present, since no magnetic mode has been observed.

The two “damping” processes are generically similar, as seen by comparing

γ(M)
a (T,B,n,Lp,Rp,

δB
B

) vs γ(E)
a (T,B,n,Rp,Lp,Vsq). (9)
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FIGURE 8. A tilted equliibrium has DC equilibrium currents which willbe dissipated by a central
squeeze.

The abruptT dependence of Fig. 2 and theB−0.5 to B−1 scaling of Eq. (1) probably apply
to γ(M)

a also, since their nature is defined by the same process of scattering across a sep-
aratrix. Most striking as a difference is that the magnetic separatrix transport effects are
independent of δB/B, down to our minimum ofβ = 10−3. Experimentally, this means
that adding an external magnet to increase the mirror peak inFig. 6 does not increase the
asymmetry-induced transport. This surprising result is conceptually reasonable, in that
the entire Maxwellian distribution of particles participates in magnetic separatrix cross-
ings, no matter how small the separatrix angleβ 1/2. Presumably, this process ceases
only when the collisional (or non-linear) separatrix width[5] becomes comparable to
the trapping width.

An alternate view of these TMP processes emphasizes the DC currents which must
exist in tilted equilibria, as sketched in Fig. 8. The electron density at top-right is high,
because it is close to the wall image charges. As these electronsE×B rotate, they flow
axially down the front of the column, to form a high density atlower-left; they then
reverse their axial flow along the back of the column. This gives zero net axial current
of passing particles unless there is also a diocotron mode displacement of the entire
column, in which case there are “sloshing currents” at frequency fd which are readily
detected [10].

Dissipation of these asymmetry-induced currents through collisional scattering across
electric and/or magnetic separatrices, at a large rate characterized by

√

ν/ f ∗E , is the
essence of the TPM mode damping and transport, as illustrated in Fig. 9.

POSSIBLE EXAMPLES

It appears likely that TPM effects are pervasive, for two reasons: the rate is enhanced
in low collisionality plasmas by

√

ν/ f ∗E , and magnetic trapping can be important even
for δB/B ∼ 10−3. Thus, we suggest that TPM effects may be dominant in a variety of
experimental situations.

The oft-observed (and oft-violated)L2/B2 scaling [6] for “anomalous” background
transport probably results from magnetic asymmetries acting on magnetically trapped
populations in moderate ridigity plasmas. The most direct demonstration of this is the 5×
reduction obtained on CamV by removing theβ = 10−3 mirror point. The EV apparatus
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has a gentle (axially extended) magnetic peak of 0.5%.
More quantitative comparison requires knowledge of the trapping and of the back-

ground asymmetries. Multiple, or off-center, or extended trapping barriers presumably
give rise to couplings to asymmetries with(L/π) kz = 2,3, ..., and this will change the
scalings of Eq. (8).

Figure 10 presents an overview of electron and ion “background” expansion rates
(scaled by

√

Mi/me), plotted versus the “rigidity”R ≡ fb/ fE . The original electron
data from the V′ and EV apparatuses atn ∼ 107 cm−3 andT ∼ 1 eV gave the dashed

FIGURE 10. Scaled “background” loss rates versus rigidity for electrons and ions on 4 apparatuses.



and solid lines, showing the puzzling(L/B)2 scaling over about 4 decades. The higher
density, warm electron data from IV was generically similar, but the floppy ions on IV
show little correspondence withR−2. Electrons in CV atn ∼ 108 look like a “swarm of
killer bees,” although individual temperature sequences often show an abrupt drop-off
with temperature (e.g. solid diamonds). This abrupt temperature dependence is probably
analogous to that ofγ(E)

a in Fig. 2.
Neither “rigidity” nor “trapped particles” are valid termsfor theR � 1 ion points and

the venerable Sendai [20] electron point (n ∼ 2×1010, T ∼ 6◦K, R ∼ 10−4, Γ ∼ 1). For
the Sendai point the collisionality is exceedingly high: weobtainν = 3×1010, compared
to fb ∼ 3×105 and fE ∼ 5×108. Clearly no single process applies to all of Fig. 10.

Nevertheless, the scalings of Eqs. (5-8) show striking correspondence to many prior
results on asymmetry-induced transport. For magnetic fielddependence, we expect
νp ∝ γa(B) B−1 ∝ (B−1.5 to B−2), using theγa(B) scaling of electric trapping. The
observed length dependence ofνp varies fromνp ∝ L2

pN2
L for fixed magnetic tiltαB

to νp ∝ L−2
p N0

L for electric asymmetries, since fixedVa and fixedLa give αE ∝ L−2
p in

Eq. (3).
The abrupt decrease in transport observed forR ≥ 10 in recent experiments [8] is

probably due to the temperature dependence of separatrix effects, as in Fig. 2. More
importantly,R is not a globally relevant scaling parameter for transport due to trapped-
particle separatrix crossings, since unperturbed particle parameters such asfb and fE
cannot describe the nonlinearities of trapped orbits and non-Maxwellian separatrix ve-
locity distributions.

Some of the most precise measurements of transport have beenreported by Eggleston
[9], using applied asymmetries which vary accurately as sin(θ)sin(nπz/L)sin(2π f t).
Here, resonant particles are thought to be important, but the data does not match the the-
ory of simple collisional scattering out of resonance. It appears likely that resonances are
occurring inmagnetically trapped particles with vz ∼ β 1/2 v̄∼ .07 v̄, and that collisions
cause trapped/untrapped transitions, generating stronger transport. Here, experimental
enhancement of separatrix crossings (as in Fig. 7) may help identify TPM effects.

Trapped-particle-mediated effects may also be occurring in recent experiments on
transport from applied quadrupole magnetic asymmetries [10]. Here, a resonance is
observed with v2z being 5 (or more) times less than v̄2. This may possibly represent
a “β = 1/5” reduction in v2z ; but the trapping characteristics of this system would be
substantially more complex than any considered here.

Neutral collisions often give puzzling effects, includingrecent observations [21] of
νp ∝ B−1.5. Here, we note thate−N collisions also contribute to separatrix crossings,
so one would expect to observe expansion at a rate

νp ∝

√

νee+νeN

f ∗E
≈

√νee

f ∗E

(

1+
1
2

νeN

νee

)

. (10)

That is, TPM transport scalings ofB1.5 may be observed, even thoughνp increases
linearly with pressure (with an offset).

Finally, we note that TPM effects cause strong exponential damping of the nominally
stable diocotron modes (frequencyfm, dampingγm, with kz = 0, mθ = 1,2...), when



θ -asymmetries are also present. This may be viewed as collisional dissipation of the
asymmetry- plus diocotron-induced sloshing currents discussed above. We find that
this damping [22] scales asγm/ fm ∝ νpα2. Combined withνp ∝

√

ν/ f B−2N2
Lα2

from Eq. (5) andfm ∝ NLB−1, this impliesγm ∝
√

ν/ f B−3N3
Lα4. This B−3 damping

would be expected to dominate in experiments at low magneticfields [21]. Moreover,
for the dominant electrostatic asymmetry presumed in Ref. [11], Eq. (3) givesγm ∝
√

ν/ f B−3N−1
L V 4

a ; and thisN−1
L scaling was indeed observed.

Targeted experiments incorporating separatrix manipulation and diagnostic tech-
niques will be required to clarify the role of TPM transport and damping over the wide
range of plasma parameters, trapping geometries, and asymmetry types in current ex-
periments. Hopefully, this will combine with emerging theory to give a broader picture
of TPM effects.
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